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ABSTRACT  

After trimethylammonium (TMA) and N-methylpiperidinium (Pip) functionalized fluorene-

thiophene-based anion conductive polymers were synthesized for this work, the effect of cationic 

groups on hydration and conduction properties of OH-/Br- form fluorene-thiophene-based thin 

films were investigated. Fluorene-thiophene-based thin film carrying TMA showed superior OH- 

conductivity to that functionalized with Pip, above 10-2 S cm-1 at 25 °C under 95% relative 

humidity (RH), because it had higher ion exchange capacity (IEC), lower hydrophobicity, and 

smaller size of TMA. In situ temperature dependence OH- conductivity measurement process for 

the thin film form was established under different temperatures and 90% RH. The activation 

energies (Ea) of OH- conduction for thin films carrying TMA and Pip are 33.2 kJ mol-1 and 35.7 

kJ mol-1. The Ea of OH- conduction was independent of the cation. This is the first systematic study 

of hydration and OH- conduction properties of anion exchange thin films. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Fossil fuels are still the primary energy sources supporting modern society, but finding 

alternative energy sources is urgent because of fuel depletion and environmental pollution. Fuel 

cell technology provides a clean, highly efficient, and flexible alternative energy-generating 

system.1 Research efforts in fuel cells, particularly anion exchange membrane fuel cells 

(AEMFCs) have increased considerably because of the potential of AEMFCs to use non-noble 

metal catalysts and provide higher oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) kinetics under alkaline 

conditions.2 

Anion exchange thin film is a crucial component for AEMFCs. Anion exchange thin films serve 

as binders and ion conduction channels in a triple-phase interface, which is related to the 

electrochemical performance of AEMFCs. Understanding the properties of anion exchange thin 

films is crucially important for AEMFCs development. Nevertheless, the investigation of water 

uptake and conductivity of OH- form anion exchange thin films remains challenging because the 

whole process from film preparation to measurement should be performed in a CO2-free 

atmosphere. The available literature has mainly addressed the hydration and ion conduction of 

anion exchange thin films in halide or HCO3
- forms.3–6 Quaternized comb-shaped poly(p-

phenylene oxide) (QA-PPO) thin films in Br- form with different side chain lengths exhibit similar 

hydration number (λ) above 80% relative humidity (RH).4 Shrivastava and co-authors 

demonstrated that higher Br- and HCO3
- conductivities than F- conductivity were observed at λ of 

approximately 1.2–2 in commercial Fumasep Fumion FAA3 thin films.3 Luo and co-authors 

investigated the hydration and morphology of anion exchange thin films with different backbones, 

side chains, and counter-anions. The findings shed light on the effects of backbone, side chain, and 

anion/cation types on the hydration and morphology of anion exchange thin films.5 The properties 
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of OH- form anion exchange thin films are largely unknown. Our earlier work found that the 273 

nm-thick poly[(9,9-bis(6′-(N,N,N-trimethylammonium)-hexyl)-9H-fluorene)-alt-(1,4-benzene)] 

(PFB+) film showed superior OH- conductivity value (5.3 × 10-2 S cm-1 at 25 °C under 95% RH) 

compared to Br- conductivity.7 Nevertheless, some challenges remain for the systematic study of 

OH- conduction and hydration of anion exchange thin films, especially the temperature dependent 

OH- conductivity of anion exchange thin films. To overcome this obstacle, new anion conductive 

polymers were synthesized and investigated as thin film form. Furthermore, in situ temperature 

dependence of OH- conductivity measurement process was developed to obtain the activation 

energy of OH- conduction in thin films in this work. 

The design of anion conductive polymer is based on the choice of backbone and cationic group. 

The cationic group is attached to the backbone or the side chain extending from the backbone.8–16 

The ideal anion conductive polymer should possess high OH- conductivity, good mechanical and 

high stability properties even under high pH conditions. Fluorene-thiophene-based conjugated 

polymers have good film-forming properties and high chemical stability. Fluorene-based anion 

conductive polymers have been studied widely.17–21 Therefore, the fluorene-thiophene-based 

copolymer was  designed as the backbone for this work. The cationic group attached to the alkyl 

side chain can increase the conductivity and alkaline stability of anion conductive polymers 

markedly.22,23 The ion conduction and hydration properties of anion conductive polymers are 

influenced by interaction between the counterion and cation.3,24,25 Effects of the cationic group on 

the hydration and anion conduction properties of anion exchange thin film remain unclear. 

Trimethylammonium (TMA) and sterically hindered N-methylpiperidinium (Pip) are commonly 

used cationic groups because of their high OH- conductivity, lower cost, and easier 

functionalization.26 Therefore, fluorene-thiophene-based copolymer functionalized with TMA and 
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Pip via alkyl side chains were designed for this work. The chemical structures of poly[(9,9-bis(6′-

(N,N,N-trimethylammonium)hexyl)fluorene)-alt-(3,3′-dihexyl-2,2′-bithiophene)] (PFT6-TMA) 

and poly[(9,9-bis(6′-(N-methylpiperidinium)hexyl)fluorene)-alt-(3,3′-dihexyl-2,2′-bithiophene)] 

(PFT6-Pip) are shown in Figure 1.  

 
Figure 1. Chemical structures of PFT6-TMA and PFT6-Pip (X=OH and Br). 

The objective of this work is to assess the hydration properties, anion conductive properties, and 

morphology of prepared fluorene-thiophene-based anion exchange thin films with different 

cationic groups and counter-anions, especially the properties of OH- form thin films. The hydration 

and anion conductive properties of anion exchange thin films were investigated using in situ quartz 

crystal microbalance (QCM), in situ Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and in situ 

impedance spectroscopy measurements taken under different RH. To analyze the morphology of 

anion exchange thin films, RH-controlled grazing-incidence small-angle X-ray scattering (GI-

SAXS) was used. The TMA functionalized fluorene-thiophene-based anion exchange thin film 

exhibited high OH- conductivity. Water uptake results reveal that counter-anion hydration is the 

dominant factor for the water uptake of fluorene-thiophene-based anion exchange thin film rather 

than cations. The relation between anion conductivity and water uptake of fluorene-thiophene-

based anion exchange thin films suggests that OH- conduction is strongly dependent on the number 

of water molecules. In both Br- and OH- forms, PFT6-TMA and PFT6-Pip thin films exhibited 

similar anion conduction activation energies. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

2.1 Materials  

2,7-Dibromofluorene, 1,6-dibromohexane, tetrabutylammonium bromide (TBAB), 

bis(pinacolato)diboron, [1,1-bis(diphenylphosphino)ferrocene] dichloro palladium (II) (PdCl2) 

(dppf), 5, 5’-dibromo-3, 3’-dihexyl-2, 2’-bithiophene, and tetrakis(triphenylphosphine) palladium 

(0) (Pd (PPh3)4) were purchased from Tokyo Chemical Industry Co., Ltd., Japan. Sodium 

hydroxide, dichloromethane, sodium chloride, sodium bicarbonate, 2-propanol, magnesium 

sulfate anhydrous, dioxane, hexane, methanol, chloroform, tetrahydrofuran (THF), toluene, 

potassium carbonate, 30% trimethylamine solution, N-methylpiperidine, and diethyl ether were 

used as received from Fujifilm Wako Pure Chemical Corp., Japan. 

2.2 Synthesis Process  

The synthetic routes of monomer and polymers are shown in Scheme S1 and Scheme 1. 2,7-

dibromo-9,9-bis(6′-bromohexyl) fluorene and 2,7-bis(4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-1,3,2-dioxaborolan-2-

yl)-9,9-bis(6′-bromohexyl)fluorene were synthesized according to the literature.27 Detailed 

synthesis and characterization information is shown in Supporting Information (Figure S1). 
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Scheme 1. Synthesis route of PFT6-TMA-Br and PFT6-Pip-Br. 

Poly[(9,9-bis(6′-(N,N,N-trimethylammonium)hexyl)fluorene)-alt-(3,3′-dihexyl-2,2′-

bithiophene)] bromide (PFT6-TMA-Br) 

200 mg of poly[(9,9-bis(6′-bromohexyl)fluorene)-alt-(3,3′-dihexyl-2,2′-bithiophene)] (PFT6) 

was dissolved in 2 mL of THF. Then 1 mL of 30% trimethylamine solution was added to the 

mixture. After the precipitate appeared, 2 mL of DI water was added to the reaction mixture. The 

reaction was conducted at room temperature for 48 h. After removal of solvents, the concentrate 

was dissolved in methanol and precipitated in diethyl ether. After drying under reduced pressure, 

PFT6-TMA-Br was obtained. (Yield: 200 mg, 88%) 

Poly[(9,9-bis(6′-(N-methylpiperidinium)hexyl)fluorene)-alt-(3,3′-dihexyl-2,2′-bithiophene)] 

bromide (PFT6-Pip-Br) 

200 mg of PFT6 was dissolved in 5 mL of THF. 8 mL of N-methylpiperidine was added to the 

solution. The mixture was stirred at 60 °C for 4 days under the protection of Ar. Afterward, the 

solvent was evaporated. The concentrate was dissolved in methanol and was precipitated in diethyl 

ether. The product was dried under vacuum overnight to obtain PFT6-Pip-Br. (Yield: 197 mg, 

80%) 

2.3 Characterization  

Detailed experiment-related information about nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR), gel 

permeation chromatography (GPC), attenuated total reflection FTIR (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy, 

thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA), ion exchange capacity (IEC), scanning Electron Microscope 

and Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (SEM-EDX), and p-Polarized multiple angle incidence 

resolution spectrometry (pMAIRS) is presented in Supporting Information. 

2.4 Ion Exchange Process  
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PFT6-TMA-Br (or PFT6-Pip-Br) was immersed in degassed, and argon saturated 1 M NaOH 

solution at room temperature for 48 h. Within 48 h, the NaOH solution was changed three times. 

Subsequently, PFT6-TMA and PFT6-Pip (in OH- form) were washed by degassed ultra-pure water 

until the pH was neutral. The whole process of OH- form PFT6-TMA and PFT6-Pip was conducted 

under the Ar/N2 atmosphere. PFT6-TMA-Br (or PFT6-Pip-Br) was immersed in 1 M NaHCO3 

solution at room temperature for 48 h. Within 48 h, the NaHCO3 solution was changed three times. 

Subsequently, PFT6-TMA and PFT6-Pip (in HCO3
- form) were washed by ultra-pure water until 

the pH was neutral. The OH- and HCO3
- forms of PFT6-TMA and PFT6-Pip-based anion 

conductive polymers were designated as PFT6-TMA-OH, PFT6-TMA-HCO3, PFT6-Pip-OH, and 

PFT6-Pip-HCO3. 

2.5 Thin Film Preparation  

To obtain solution, PFT6-TMA and PFT6-Pip in different anion forms were dissolved in 

methanol. Si, Au-coated QCM substrates (Seiko EG&G Co., Ltd.), and SiO2 substrates were used 

to prepare thin films for this study by spin-coating (ACT-200; Active Co. Ltd.). The substrates 

were cleaned with 2-propanol before spin-coating. The surface hydrophilicity was obtained using 

the vacuum plasma system (Cute-MP; Femto Science). Thin film thickness was analyzed using a 

white-light interferometric microscope (BW-S506; Nikon Corp.). The preparation and all sample 

transfers of OH- form thin films were conducted under a N2 atmosphere. The thin films for water 

uptake measurement, conductivity measurement, and in situ FTIR measurements were 

approximately 480 nm thick. Thin films were 505 nm thick for GI-SAXS measurements. 

2.6 Water Uptake Measurements  

Water uptake of PFT6-TMA-Br, PFT6-TMA-OH, PFT6-Pip-Br, and PFT6-Pip-OH thin films 

was measured using an in situ quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) system under 25 °C and various 
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RH conditions. Au-coated QCM substrates were connected to an oscillation circuit with a 

frequency counter (53131-A; Agilent Technologies Inc.). A home-made chamber with a high-

resolution RH sensor was used to hold the QCM substrates. A dry N2 and humidity controller (BEL 

Flow; MicrotracBEL Corp.) were used to produce the various RH conditions. After setting the RH 

value, the RH inside the home-made chamber increased steadily by controlling the N2 and water 

vapor through humidity controller. Once reaching the desired RH, the thin films were kept in this 

RH condition for enough time to reach equilibrium for water adsorption. Besides, the frequency 

was recorded when the monitored frequency value was stable within 10 minutes, and this stable 

frequency was used to calculate the water uptake of thin film to make sure the hydrated water of 

the thin film has been reached the equilibrium under fixed RH. The water uptake of thin films 

during humidification and dehumidification process was measured from 0% to 95% RH, and then 

back to 0% RH. Frequencies of substrates before and after film coating were recorded under dry 

conditions. Dry film mass is obtainable using the following Sauerbrey equation. 

∆𝑚 =  
𝑆×√𝜌𝜇

2×𝐹2 × (−∆𝐹)          (1) 

Therein, S represents the electrode surface area. Also, ρ stands for quartz density, μ denotes the 

quartz shear modulus, and F expresses the fundamental frequency of the QCM substrate. 

Water uptake (WU) was calculated using the following equation. 

𝑊𝑈 =
𝑚

𝑚0
− 1                                (2) 

In that equation, m stands for the mass of the film under each humidity, m0 represents the 

mass of film at the dry condition. 

𝜆 = (
𝑚

𝑚0
− 1) ×

𝐸𝑊

𝑀𝐻2𝑂
                      (3) 
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In equation (3), 𝑀𝐻2𝑂 is the molecular weight of water molecules, and EW is equivalent weight 

of PFT6-TMA and PFT6-Pip. 

 

2.7 Hydration properties of thin films  

Hydration properties of the prepared anion exchange thin films were obtained from in situ FTIR 

measurements taken under various RH conditions. Si wafer (E&M Corp) with thin film was placed 

in a home-made chamber. Transmission IR spectra were taken using an FTIR spectrometer 

(Nicolet 6700; Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.). A precise dew point generator (me-40DP-2PW; 

Micro Equipment Inc.) was used to generate various RH. Smoothing processing was applied to 

improve visibility.  Origin software (2020b) was used to deconvolute the -O-H stretching vibration 

band of water. 

2.8 Morphology of thin films 

The morphology of PFT6-TMA-Br and PFT6-Pip-Br thin films was obtained by RH-controlled 

GI-SAXS conducted on an X-ray diffractometer (FR-E; Rigaku Corp.) with an R-AXIS IV two-

dimensional detector. A humidity-controlled cell with Lumirror® windows on the goniometer and 

vertical stage (ATS-C316-EM/ALV-3005–HM; Chuo Precision Industrial Co. Ltd.) was used to 

hold thin films. The wavelength of X-ray source radiated by Cu Kα was 0.1542 nm, with beam 

size of approximately 300 μm × 300 μm. Nitrogen gas and water vapor were used to obtain 0% 

RH and 95% RH. The incident angle of the X-ray beam was adjusted to 0.20°–0.22° for 

measurements. The camera length was set to 300 mm. 

2.9 Anion conductivity measurements  

The anion conductivity of PFT6-TMA-Br, PFT6-TMA-OH, PFT-TMA-HCO3, PFT6-Pip-Br, 

PFT6-Pip-OH, and PFT6-Pip-HCO3 thin films was measured by impedance spectroscopy using a 
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frequency response analyzer (SI1260; Solartron Analytical) equipped with a high-frequency 

dielectric interface (SI1296; Solartron Analytical). For Br - and HCO3
- conductivity measurements 

of PFT6-TMA and PFT6-Pip thin films, various RH and temperature conditions were controlled 

by humidity-temperature chamber (SH-222; Espec Corp.). For OH- conductivity measurement of 

PFT6-TMA and PFT6-Pip thin films, thin film electrodes were placed in a sealed box with a high-

resolution RH sensor. The temperature was controlled by humidity-temperature chamber (SH-222; 

Espec Corp.). A precise dew point generator (me-40DP-2PW; Micro Equipment Inc.) was used 

for humidity controlling and nitrogen protection. Anion conductivity (σ) was calculated as shown 

below. 

    σ =
𝑑

𝑅𝑙𝑡
        (4) 

In that equation, d denotes the distance between the Au electrodes; R represents the resistance 

value from impedance. Also, l and t respectively stand for the length of the contact electrodes and 

film thickness. 

The temperature-dependent anion conductivity of PFT6-TMA and PFT6-Pip thin films were 

measured from 20 °C to 50 °C under fixed RH=90%. The estimated activation energy of anion 

conduction was estimated according to the Arrhenius equation. 

𝜎𝑇 = 𝜎0𝑒𝑥 𝑝 (
−𝐸𝑎

𝑅𝑇
)  (5) 

In that equation, R denotes the gas constant, T represents the temperature, and σ0 is a pre-

exponential factor. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Characterization of Polymers  
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PFT6 was synthesized via the Pd (PPh3)4-catalyzed Suzuki coupling reaction. Figure S2 depicts 

the 1H NMR spectrum of PFT6. The peaks around 7.40–7.80 ppm are assigned to the aromatic 

protons of fluorene ring. Thiophene ring protons were observed at 7.24 ppm. The signals around 

0.40–3.40 ppm correspond to the protons of alkyl side chains. The weight average molecular 

weight (MW) and PDI of PFT6 is 22 kg mol−1 and 2.1. The calculated number of repeat unit is 

around 26. PFT6-TMA-Br was synthesized by quaternization of precursor polymer with TMA; 

PFT6-Pip-Br was obtained after the quaternization of precursor polymer with Pip. The chemical 

structures of PFT6-TMA-Br and PFT6-Pip-Br were confirmed from 1H NMR spectra. Figure S3 

shows the 1H NMR spectra of PFT6-TMA-Br and PFT6-Pip-Br. Compared with the 1H NMR 

spectrum of PFT6, the new signal appeared around 3.00 ppm in PFT6-TMA-Br, corresponding to 

the methyl proton of TMA, indicating the introduction of TMA (Figure S3a). New proton signals 

from methyl groups of N-methylpiperidinium in PFT6-Pip-Br appeared around the position of 2.90 

ppm, confirming the successful quaternization reaction (Figure S3b). Ion exchange capacity (IEC) 

values of PFT6-TMA-OH and PFT6-Pip-OH obtained from 1H NMR by the ratio of aromatic 

protons and -CH3 of cations were, respectively, 2.34 and 2.11 meq g-1. IEC values of PFT6-TMA-

OH and PFT6-Pip-OH obtained from the back-titration method were, respectively, 2.27 and 2.01 

meq g-1. The back-titrated IEC is consistent with the IEC value obtained from the 1H NMR. 

The ATR-FTIR spectra of the PFT6-TMA-Br and PFT6-Pip-Br are portrayed in Figure S4. The 

bands at 2854 and 2927 cm-1 in the spectra are associated with symmetric and asymmetric 

vibrations of methylene (-CH2). The band at 1463 cm-1 is assigned to the stretching vibration of 

the aromatic ring. The –C–H stretching vibration of methyl groups appeared at 3016 cm-1. 

Furthermore, the strong and broadband at around 3400 cm-1 appeared in PFT6-TMA-Br and PFT6-

Pip-Br, which was attributed to the stretching vibration of –O–H of water. The high hydrophilicity 
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of PFT6-TMA-Br and PFT6-Pip-Br also indicates that the quaternization reactions were performed 

successfully. Thermogravimetric analyzer was used to illustrate the thermal stability of PFT6-

TMA-Br and PFT6-Pip-Br. As shown in Figure S5, three stages of weight loss were found. The 

first stage, below 100 °C, was associated with the evaporation of absorbed water. The second 

weight-loss stage, between 200–300 °C, was attributable to degradation of the quaternary 

ammonium group. The third weight-loss stage at 400 °C might be ascribed to degradation of the 

polymer backbone. Thermal analysis results imply that the thermal decomposition temperature of 

PFT6-TMA-Br and PFT6-Pip-Br was higher than the common operation temperature of AEMFCs. 

3.2 Water Uptake  

The water uptake of anion exchange thin films provides insights into the relations between 

hydration conditions and ion transport properties. RH-controlled in situ QCM was used to 

investigate the water uptake of anion exchange thin films. Figure 2a shows the mass-based water 

uptake. As shown in Figure 2a, the water uptake of PFT6-TMA-OH thin film is slightly higher 

than that of PFT6-Pip-OH thin film due to the high IEC of PFT6-TMA-OH thin film. However, 

the OH- conductivity is less relevant with the polymer mass. To understand the relationship 

between OH- conduction and hydration properties of anion conductive polymers, another 

commonly used parameter λ was used to quantify water adsorption in the thin film. λ represents 

the number of water molecules per functional group. Figure 2b presents water uptake (λ) of PFT6-

TMA and PFT6-Pip thin films under various RH at 25 °C. The water uptake increased gradually 

with increasing RH, irrespective of the counter-anions and cations. For both PFT6-TMA and 

PFT6-Pip thin films, the OH- form exhibited a much higher water uptake than the Br- form. Results 

suggest that the counter-anion strongly influences the water uptake of anion exchange thin films. 

The water uptake of ion conductive polymer is governed by complex interactions between water, 
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the hydrophilic cationic group, and the hydrophobic polymer matrix.28 The higher water uptake of 

anion exchange thin film in OH- form than in Br- form at low hydration is attributed to the higher 

hydration energy and higher hydration number of OH-.29,30 The respective hydration energies of 

Br- and OH- are -335 and -520 kJ mol-1.29 At low hydration conditions, the water molecules were 

adsorbed onto cation–anion pairs because of a strong anion–cation interaction. Under the high RH 

region, the dissociation of cation-anion pair was enhanced as discussed for RH-controlled in situ 

FTIR results. According to Pearson’s hard and soft acid–base (HSAB) theory, a large (soft) cation 

will bind strongly to large (soft) Br- anion.31 Under high water content, therefore, the OH- 

dissociate from the cation more easily than Br- ions, resulting in higher osmotic pressure and a 

correspondingly higher water uptake.24,25,32 Both PFT6-TMA and PFT6-Pip thin films displayed 

similar water uptake (λ)  in high hydration conditions in both Br- and OH- forms. In a high RH 

range, the water uptake (λ) was less affected by the cationic group. In case having the same anion 

form, similar osmotic pressure was obtained, corresponding to a similar water uptake (λ) result 

because the backbone of PFT6-TMA and PFT6-Pip is the same, except for the cationic group. 

Results suggest that the water uptake of the anion exchange thin films with the same polymer 

backbone is governed by the hydration properties of anion. 
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Figure 2. (a) Water uptake and (b) number of water molecules of PFT6-TMA and PFT6-Pip 

thin films as a function of RH at 25 °C. 

Water adsorption hysteresis was observed in some anion exchange membranes.24 The water 

uptake of PFT6-TMA-OH and PFT6-Pip-OH thin films during humidification and 

dehumidification process was measured. Figure S6 shows the number of water molecules of PFT6-

TMA-OH and PFT6-Pip-OH thin films as a function of RH during humidification and 

dehumidification process. As shown in Figure S6, a small water adsorption hysteresis was found 

in PFT6-TMA-OH and PFT6-Pip-OH thin films in the whole RH range. The highest λ difference 

is 1.7 in PFT6-TMA-OH thin film between humidification and dehumidification at 90% RH. 

3.3 Hydration Properties of Thin Films  

Infrared spectroscopy can provide useful information about the hydration properties of ion 

conductive polymers.33,34 Therefore, we performed RH-controlled in situ FTIR with a transparent 

mode to investigate interactions between polymer and H2O in the PFT6-TMA-Br and PFT6-Pip-

Br thin films. Figure 3 and Figure S7 depict the in situ FTIR spectra of PFT6-TMA-Br and PFT6-

Pip-Br thin films as a function of RH. The bands were observed at 3415 and 1648 cm-1 

corresponding to –O–H stretching vibration and H2O bending vibration. As presented in Figure. 

3a, 3b, and S7, the band intensity of –O–H stretching vibration and H2O bending vibration 

increased concomitantly with increasing RH, suggesting the increased water adsorption of anion 

exchange thin films. The adsorbed water in the thin films can be mainly classified into bond water 

and bulk water. The –O–H stretching vibration band of bound water and bulk water can be 

observed around 3450 and 3250 cm-1, respectively.35,36 The abundance and relative abundance of 

bulk water and bound water in PFT6-TMA-Br thin film as a function of RH are shown in Figure 

S8. As shown in Figure S8a, both bond water and bulk water increased along RH. As shown in 
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Figure S8b, the fraction of bulk water increased, while the fraction of bound water decreased 

suggesting the enhanced bulk water under high RH range.  

Based on earlier reports of the literature, interactions between cation, counter-anion, and water 

can be analyzed from the evolution of –C–H stretching vibration band in [–N(CH3)3
+].34,37,38 Vico 

and co-authors investigated the ATR-FTIR spectra of polysulfone-based anion conductive 

polymer in the membrane form under various water contents. Decreased absorbance of the –C–H 

stretching vibration band in [–N(CH3)3
+] was observed with the increasing water content, which 

resulted from the weak interaction between the cation and counter-anion.34 Vandiver and co-

authors studied the ATR-FTIR spectra of polyethylene-b-poly(vinylbenzyl trimethylammonium) 

membrane as a function of RH. The position of the –C–H stretching vibration band in [–N(CH3)3
+] 

shifted to a high wavenumber, suggesting the increased amount of free water inside the 

membrane.37 The –C–H stretching region of PFT6-TMA-Br and PFT6-Pip-Br thin films under 

various RH are presented in Figure 3c and 3d. The –C–H stretching vibration band is visible at 

3006 cm-1 under 0% RH. The higher frequency shift and absorbance decrease for –C–H stretching 

vibration band in [-N(CH3)3
+] were observed with the increase of RH. This change indicates the 

enhanced force constant of –C–H bond in [–N(CH3)3
+]. Under dry conditions, cation–anion pairs 

were formed by strong interaction between [-N(CH3)3
+] and Br-. Because the lone pair electrons 

of Br- partially distribute to H of the –C–H bond, the positive charge on H atom is reduced, 

resulting in a decreased force constant.39 With increasing RH, more water disassociates the cation–

anion pair, mobile Br- appeared. The reduced interaction between [-N(CH3)3
+] and Br- along RH 

caused the higher frequency shift and intensity decrease of –C–H stretching vibration band.34 

Because of the fewer [-N(CH3)3
+] groups, no  –C–H stretching vibration band was apparent in 

PFT6-Pip-Br thin film (Figure 3d). The RH-controlled in-situ FTIR results suggest that 
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interactions between the cation, anion, and water differ at various RH, wherein the difference was 

attributed to the water adsorption and dissociation of cation–anion pairs. 

 

Figure 3. In situ FTIR spectra of (a, b and c) PFT6-TMA-Br and (d) PFT6-Pip-Br thin films as a 

function of RH: (a) wavenumber range of 750–4000 cm-1 of PFT6-TMA-Br thin film, (b) 

wavenumber range of 1200–1800 cm-1 of PFT6-TMA-Br thin film, (c) wavenumber range of 

2600–3200 cm-1 of PFT6-TMA-Br thin film, and (d) wavenumber range of 2600–3200 cm-1 of 

PFT6-Pip-Br thin film. To clearly see the –C–H stretching vibration band shift, the spectra were 

moved along the Y-axis in Figure 3c and 3d. 

3.4 Morphology of thin films.  

To analyze the molecular structure of PFT6-TMA-Br and PFT6-Pip-Br thin films, RH-

controlled GI-SAXS has been used. Figure 4 shows the 1D GI-SAXS profiles of PFT6-TMA-Br 
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and PFT6-Pip-Br thin films in dry and 95% RH conditions. No distinct scattering peak exists for 

PFT6-TMA-Br thin film, suggesting the amorphous structure of PFT6-TMA-Br thin film. A very 

weak scattering peak at qz = 3.84 nm-1 (d = 1.6 nm) in the out-of-plane direction was obtained for 

PFT6-Pip-Br thin film at dry and 95% RH conditions. Very few organized structures were found 

in the PFT6-Pip-Br thin film. However, most of the region inside the PFT6-Pip-Br thin film is still 

amorphous. 

 

Figure 4. 1D GI-SAXS profiles in the out-of-plane and in-plane directions at 0% and 95% RH of 

(a and b) PFT6-TMA-Br and (c and d) PFT6-Pip-Br thin films. Scattering peaks at qy=10.8 and 

12.0 nm-1 originated from the Lumirror window of the humidity-controlled cell. 

To confirm that the entire film has an amorphous structure, p-polarized multiple angle incidence 

resolution spectrometry (pMAIRS) was performed. Figure S9 exhibits the pMAIRS spectra of 

PFT6-TMA-Br and PFT6-Pip-Br thin films. As shown in Figure S9, the band at 1498 cm-1 is 
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assigned to the stretching vibration of the aromatic rings. For both PFT6-TMA-Br and PFT6-Pip-

Br thin films, the absorbance of the aromatic ring stretching vibration in the in-plane direction is 

the same as that in the out-of-plane direction, suggesting an amorphous structure inside the anion 

exchange thin films. This amorphous structure is apparent with other reported anion exchange thin 

films.3–5 GI-SAXS results suggested an amorphous structure that was reported in various 

hydrocarbon-based anion exchange thin films.5 No nanophase separation or organized structure 

was readily apparent inside the FAA3 and QA-PPO anion exchange thin films.3,4 Compared to 

proton exchange thin films, anion exchange thin films show a much weaker nanophase separation 

tendency. The possible reasons for the weak nanophase separation in anion exchange thin films 

are the lower hydrophilicity of quaternary ammonium groups than sulfonic acid groups.40,41 It 

might also be caused by insufficient electron density contrast in GI-SAXS. Results reveal that the 

weakly organized structure inside the PFT6-Pip-Br thin film was observed. However, this might 

be insufficient to benefit the anion conduction. 

3.5 Anion Conductivity  

Elucidating OH- conductive properties is important for AEMFCs performance because few 

reports have described studies of OH- conductivity in thin film form due to the requirement of a 

CO2-free atmosphere. The anion conductivity of PFT6-TMA and PFT6-Pip thin films at 25 °C is 

shown as a function of RH in Figure 5. Both OH- conductivity and Br- conductivity increased with 

RH, irrespective of the cationic group. As discussed in RH-controlled in situ FTIR results, with 

more water entering the thin film, the degree of interaction between cations and counter-anions 

decreased, whereas the number of mobile OH-/Br- increased. The increased mobile ion number 

and water uptake contributed to the enhanced anion conductivity along with RH. Conductivities 

decrease in the order of PFT6-TMA-OH (1.8 × 10-2 S cm-1) > PFT6-Pip-OH (6.8 × 10-3 S cm-1) > 
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PFT6-TMA-Br (4.3 × 10-3 S cm-1) > PFT6-Pip-Br (1.5 × 10-3 S cm-1). Higher OH- conductivity 

than Br- conductivity was observed within the whole RH region, which is consistent with results 

of our earlier work.7 The energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) spectra obtained before and 

after ion exchange were used to confirm ion exchange processes (Fig. S10 and S11). 

 

Figure 5. Anion conductivity of PFT6-TMA and PFT6-Pip thin films as a function of RH at 25 °C. 

thin films were higher than HCO3
- conductivity throughout the whole range of RH. This finding 

confirmed the OH- conductivities of the PFT6-TMA-OH and PFT6-Pip-OH thin films. 

The OH- reacts easily with CO2 in the air, which can drastically decrease conductivity. To avoid 

carbonation, OH- conductivity measurement was conducted after the preparation of thin films 

under the protection of N2. Furthermore, the HCO3
- conductivity as a function of RH was 

investigated as shown in Figure S12. The OH- conductivities of PFT6-TMA-OH and PFT6-Pip-

OH thin films were higher than HCO3
- conductivity throughout the whole range of RH. The ionic 

mobility of OH- and HCO3
- at infinite dilution in water are 20.64×10-8 m2 s-1 V-1 and 4.61×10-8 m2 
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s-1 V-1, respectively.42 The lower mobility of HCO3
- is contribute to its lower conductivity. Besides, 

OH- transport through Grotthuss mechanism under high hydration conditions. While HCO3
- 

transport only through diffusion and convection even under high hydration conditions, which 

further lower down the HCO3
- conductivity.43 This finding confirmed the OH- conductivities of 

the PFT6-TMA-OH and PFT6-Pip-OH thin films. 

To provide further insights into the anion conduction properties of PFT6-TMA and PFT6-Pip 

thin films, the number of water molecule dependence of anion conductivity is presented in Figure 

6. The much lower water content of Br- form thin film than OH- form limits comparison under the 

high number of water molecules. Both OH- conductivity and Br- conductivity increased along with 

the number of water molecules. Unlike the case in which the horizontal axis was RH dependent, 

in the low hydration range, the Br- conductivity was even higher than OH- conductivity for both 

PFT6-TMA and PFT6-Pip thin films. Similar trends only as a membrane form were obtained in 

other studies reported in the literature.3,25,44 Marino and co-authors pointed out that OH- 

conductivity is lower than either F-, Cl-, or Br- conductivity under a low hydration range in the 

membrane form.25 Peng and co-authors demonstrated that the mobility of OH- in a Tokuyama 

A201 membrane is lower than Cl- under low water content because of the hindrance of hydrogen 

bonding interaction with water.44 The degree of dissociation of ion pairs significantly decreased at 

low hydration conditions because OH- requires a higher hydration number than Br- does.25 

Conductivity can be expressed by the effective mobility and concentration of mobile anion carriers 

as 

𝜎 = 𝑛𝜇𝑒    (6) 

where n signifies the concentration of mobile anion carriers, μ stands for the effective mobility 

of anion carriers, and e represents the elementary charge.45 In this case, both the low mobile OH- 
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concentration and low mobility contributed to the reduced OH- conductivity under low hydration 

conditions. A high dissociation level and increase of mobile OH- concentration can be expected 

for the OH- form under high hydration conditions.46 The high ion mobility and high OH- 

concentration are attributed to the superior hydroxide conductivity at high hydration. In the few 

thin film literature of anion conduction, Shrivastava and co-authors found higher Br- conductivity 

than F- conductivity under a low number of water molecules in FAA3 thin films.3 However, there 

was a lack of OH- conductivity comparison of thin films. The successful measurement of OH- 

conductivity in this work provides further insight into the OH- conduction properties of thin film 

under low hydration conditions. The OH- and Br- forms of PFT6-TMA thin films exhibited much 

higher conductivity than each identical form of PFT6-Pip thin films at similar λ. Further discussion 

of various molecular properties will be undertaken after the discussion of anion transport activation 

energy. 

 

Figure 6. Anion conductivity of PFT6-TMA and PFT6-Pip thin films as a function of number of 

water molecules at 25°C. Lines were used as a guide to the eyes. 
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To investigate anion transport activation energy, in-situ temperature dependence of OH- 

conductivity measurement process was developed in the thin film form using equipment 

constructed in-house. This report is the first to describe the OH- transport activation energy in the 

anion exchange thin film form. Each Br- and OH- conductivity at various temperatures and 90% 

RH was investigated. The Br- and OH- conductivity of the PFT6-TMA and PFT6-Pip thin films as 

a function of temperatures are depicted in Figure 7. Arrhenius-type temperature dependence of the 

anion conductivity was observed for both PFT6-TMA and PFT6-Pip thin films at temperatures of 

20–50 °C. The activation energies (Ea) were calculated as 44.6 kJ mol-1 for PFT6-TMA-Br thin 

film, 33.2 kJ mol-1 for PFT6-TMA-OH thin film, 49.8 kJ mol-1 for PFT6-Pip-Br thin film, and 35.7 

kJ mol-1 for PFT6-Pip-OH thin film. The activation energies of OH- conduction in both PFT6-

TMA and PFT6-Pip thin films were lower than that of Br- conduction, indicating that the energy 

barrier to be overcome for Br- transport is higher than that of OH- transport. A possible reason is 

that OH- can be transported through a Grotthuss or vehicle mechanism, whereas halide can only 

be transported by a vehicle mechanism.38,47–49 
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Figure 7. Arrhenius plots of anion conductivity for the PFT6-TMA and PFT6-Pip thin films under 

90% RH. 

The higher anion conductivity in TMA-based anion conductive polymers than that of Pip-based 

anion conductive polymer is apparent with other reported anion conductive polymers.50–52 In this 

work, the anion conduction activation energy of PFT6-TMA thin films was comparable to PFT6-

Pip thin films. As presented in Figure 6, the OH- and Br- forms of PFT6-TMA thin films exhibited 

much higher conductivity than each form of PFT6-Pip thin films at similar λ. The anion 

conductivity of anion exchange thin films depends on IEC, water uptake, dissociation degree of 

ion-pairs, morphology, conduction mechanism, hydrophobicity and the size of the cationic group. 

The IEC values of PFT6-TMA-OH and PFT6-Pip-OH were, respectively, 2.27 and 2.01 meq g-1. 

As shown in the water uptake part, each identical form of PFT6-TMA and PFT6-Pip thin films 

exhibited a similar dissociation degree and water uptake results. Furthermore, both PFT6-TMA-

Br and PFT6-Pip-Br thin films exhibited an amorphous structure. The comparable activation 

energy of anion conduction between PFT6-TMA and PFT6-Pip thin films suggests a similar ion 

conduction mechanism inside the PFT6-TMA and PFT6-Pip thin films. The hydrophobicity and 

size of the cationic group are respectively more hydrophobic and bulkier in Pip. According to the 

analysis above, we can propose that a higher IEC, lower hydrophobicity, and the smaller size of 

TMA are attributable to the higher anion conductivity of PFT6-TMA thin films than of each 

identical form of PFT6-Pip thin films at similar λ. 

This work investigated the OH- conduction properties of fluorene-thiophene-based anion 

conductive polymers in thin film form with different cationic groups, especially the OH- 

conduction activation energy was revealed for the first time as thin film form.  Similar OH- 

conduction activation energy was observed in PFT6-TMA-OH and PFT6-Pip-OH thin films, 
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suggesting the same OH- conduction mechanism in fluorene-thiophene-based thin films with 

different cationic groups though the OH- conductivity was different. Higher IEC, lower 

hydrophobicity, and smaller size of TMA contribute superior OH- conductivity of the PFT6-TMA-

OH thin film. 

CONCLUSIONS 

After high-performance fluorene-thiophene-based anion exchange thin films were prepared for 

this study, the hydration properties, anion conduction properties, and morphology of 

poly(fluorene-thiophene)-based thin films with different cationic groups were investigated. OH- 

form thin films of PFT6-TMA and PFT6-Pip exhibited higher water uptake than their 

corresponding Br- form thin films at the same RH. Water uptake results imply that the anions, 

rather than cations, dominate the hydration properties of anion exchange thin film. Anion 

conduction properties of anion exchange thin films depend on the number of water molecules. 

Higher OH- conductivity than Br- conductivity is apparent under high hydration conditions with 

enhanced ion mobility and full dissociation, although Br- conductivity was higher than OH- 

conductivity under the low number of water molecules. Higher IEC, along with less 

hydrophobicity and smaller size of TMA, contributed to the higher conductivity of PFT6-TMA 

thin films. Under 90% RH, PFT6-TMA and PFT6-Pip thin films exhibited similar activation 

energies for anion conduction in each anionic form. This result provides the first detailed 

information about anion exchange thin films in OH- form, which is expected to benefit the 

development of efficient anion exchange thin film. 
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